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The big news today is that the Homeland Security's Experts Group has agreed to shut down and
surrender all documents in response to a lawsuit by America First Legal.  If you think that sounds fishy,
I think you are right.

The Experts Group was started just last September by such top spooks as Clapper and Brennan (above)
in order to extend spying operations on American citizens, but AFL sued it for being partisan.  Not for
being tyrannical and Orwellian, but for being partisan.  AFL is Red and they accused the Experts
Group of being 98% Blue.  That is illegal in a federal agency, since tax-funded initiatives are supposed
to be non-partisan.  

That “tax-funded” thing should remind you of something they completely skip over in this story:
According to the Constitution, only Congress can fund federal programs, since this is supposed to be a
Representative Government.  If they are going to spend your taxdollars on a program, Congress should
have to vote on its creation and funding.  Did that happen?  Apparently not, since we are told Biden and
Majorkas created this thing out of the White House (or Langley and the Pentagon).  That isn't how a
Republic is supposed to work.  If everything is going to be created with the wave of scepter by the
executive branch, we might as well have a monarchy.  And, in fact, we do.  Almost nothing is created
by Congress anymore: they just rubberstamp executive, military, and Intelligence initiatives.  And often
they don't even do that.  A big percentage of stuff is just off-the-books, and Congress doesn't vote on it
at all.  If this were a republic and your representatives actually represented you, they wouldn't be
funding these 10,000 groups spying on you and intimidating and gaslighting you 24/7, would they?    

Anyway, the reason this is suspicious is that AFL is led by a bunch of Red party goons like Stephen
Miller, Gene Hamilton, Reed Rubinstein, and Daniel Epstein.  



That's Miller.  Yeah, you have to laugh.  Miller has long been associated with Richard Spencer, David
Horowitz, and other controlled-op agents.  Remember, I have written about Spencer, outing him as a
mole.   Same for Horowitz, see my paper on  Ramparts  .  Gene Hamilton is DHS himself, so this is DHS
suing itself.  Or threatening to sue itself.  

Which brings us back to that.  Why would DHS agree to shut down this top new program of spying just
six months before the election?  You will say they didn't want to get slapped down by the Supreme
Court, but these things take years to pass through the courts.  They could have gotten at least two more
years of funding for this thing regardless, so it makes no sense.  Best guess is they are just pretending to
shut this down, while taking it deeper under cover.  When Trump wins in November, Miller, Hamilton,
and the rest will simply take over as the New Spy “Experts”.  They can then root through your
trashcans instead of Brennan and Clapper.  

Oh, and Miller and all these other guys are Jewish, which leads us into the other big news today:
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Revealed: Netanyahu's Big Plan for Gaza 2035

As I have already predicted, that is what the whole fake October attack was really about: moving all the
poor people out and gentrifying the entire area.  It was just an excuse for the military to clear the area
for the developers.  The usual.  Same thing the Phoenicians have been doing for a century, all over the
world.  Anytime they see some real estate they want, they find some excuse to take it, usually by
making up some false flag and starting a fake war.  Hamas made them do it, you know, by raping a
couple of rubber dummies in the back of their pickups.  Or parasails.  Or mopeds, whatever.  Some
smelly dark guys in rotting sandals decapitated some babies—as happens, you know—so Israel had to
take this real estate they had been wanting and had already drawn up expensive plans for.  But don't
imagine there is some connection.  Netanyahu just got lucky Hamas decided to attack a few months
before groundbreaking on this big country club and mall.  And don't imagine that the CIA would help
out our pal Netanyahu in his empire building, by provocateuring a series of fake college protests,
making his opposition look bad.  No, they wouldn't do that!
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